
From: terry paulsen <whizmo5763@gmail.com> on 06/04/2008 03:00:02 PM

Subject: Regulation AA

Jun 4, 2008

Federal Reserve Board Email comments

Dear   Email comments,

Because Iam very sick from a Drug that is funded by our government, (I
was an intensive care nurse for 25 years) I lost my medical inusuance
and still cannot work.I had to put alot of medical bills and gas on my
card now to the tune of $25,000 I think the cards should all have debt
protection in the event of illness like mine instead of paying for it
as in my case would have been an extra $29 per month charged to my card
with high interest. If one has excellent credit as I did before being
made so terribly ill BY A DRUG FUNDED BY OUR COUNTRY THAT WAS ALSO
CAUGHT IN FRAUDULENT MARKETING AND HAD TO PAY $850 MILLION IN CRIMINAL
FINES SO IT WOULD NOT LOOSE ITS GOVT FUNDING, my credit was excellent
and the protection service should be a free service to those with a
certain credit score (thus encouraging work and nonessential spending)
then i would be protected and it would have helped me not to loose
everything I have. Iam not to proud of our government right now as they
have NO common sense like this protection bill which would have been
like having medical insurance for me. Now I have a huge amount of
hospital, medical doctor bills and a credit card that I wont ever get
paid off. If this protection had been in place for me (like i said i
had excellent credit 750) maybe i would not be in a sinking ship. there
is no way out. terry paulsen lexington Ga  ps what is my point? free
protection plans on those of us with excellent credit and paying
history. thank you

Sincerely,

Miss terry paulsen
1036 Elberton Rd
Lexington, GA 30648-2109


